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Abstract
Background: Many individuals with traumatic brain injury experience difficulties with social behavior, some of which are attributed to
difficulties in regulation of emotions. Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare the difficulties in emotional regulations of patients
with mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI) and normal controls. Patients and Methods: In this cohort study, 72 patients with MTBI and
72 normal controls with similar gender were selected. Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS) and Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) questionnaires were completed for both the study groups at the beginning of the study and 6 months later. The data were
analyzed using multiple linear regression, Chi‑square, and paired t‑test. Results: The results showed that there was a significant difference
between MTBI patients and normal controls in all subscales 6 months after MTBI, and in the total score of DERS, except for the nonaccepted
scale and PANAS (P = 0.001), in which no significant difference was observed. In addition, the results of multivariate regression showed
that trauma (β = 0.493), age (β = −0.196), familial history of mental disorders (β = −0.185), and financial status could predict emotional
regulation (β = 0.148). Conclusions: It seems that mild traumatic brain injuries may be the cause of problems in social behaviors.
Keywords: Difficulties in emotional regulation, mild traumatic brain injury, positive and negative affects

Introduction
Traumatic brain injury is one of the most common types of
trauma and is the second leading cause of death in various
accidents.[1] Most of the injured people are individuals under the
age of 30 who constitute the productive and youthful forces of
the community.[2] Despite the improvements in hospital services
and the system of care for traumatic brain diseases, we are
unfortunately seeing that after days, weeks, months, and even
years after the trauma, patients develop emotional problems that
affect their personal health, their family, and even their society.[3]
Therefore, identifying the factors that cause traumatic brain
injury has become the focus of research efforts in recent years.
One of these influential variables is emotional regulation.[4]
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Various theories agree that effective emotional regulation
includes emotional awareness and assessment skills, emotional
regulation, compromised use, and adaptation of excitement.[5]
The adjustment of emotion is consistent with adaptation and
social interaction, and increases the frequency of positive
emotional experience and effective coping with stressful
situations, and even improves the reactive activities to respond
to social situations.[6] The role of excitement in health and
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disease is recognized as a major factor in psychological
adjustment, but no psychological research has not been
considered until emotional regulation has attracted much
attention as a factor in the interaction between mental disorder
and health.[7]
Considering that few studies directly examine the subject of
this research and lack of a history of such studies in Iran, this
study is of a nonspecific nature and has its own specific types
of subject matter and explanation.

Objectives

This study was designed to compare the difficulties in
emotional regulations of patients with mild traumatic brain
injury (MTBI) and normal controls.

Patients and Methods
Participants

This is a cohort study on 72 cases of head‑injured patients
who were admitted to one of the hospital neurosurgery
services of Iran and 72 normal controls were selected
through convenience sampling. The two groups were
matched in terms of gender. Considering the frequency
of 2% mental disorder in healthy individuals and 43% in
moderate traumatic patients, the minimum required sample
was calculated to be 72 in each group with 95% confidence
and 90% probability.[8]
The following criteria have been considered for the selection
of samples:
• All of them were more than 15 years old and had Glasgow
coma scale score (GCSS) between 13 and 15
• Evidence of MTBI by clinical examination, as well as
radiographic or computed tomography (CT) scan findings
• Patients with headache, dizziness, and vomiting for more
than 3 days in spite of GCSS of 15.
Patients with any evidence of spinal cord injury, previous nervous
system disease, such as brain tumors and cerebrovascular
accidents, patients in vegetative state, or with communication
problems and psychotic diseases as well as patients with mental
retardation, and those who were not willing to contribute to
the study were excluded from the study.

Diagnosis

After examining the patients and confirming that they had TBI
and had the criteria for entering the research, their information
was recorded by a neurosurgeon in two researcher‑made
questionnaires related to neurological disorders of the brain
and demographic evaluation. Subsequently, patients were
asked to come to one of the hospitals in Iran to complete the
questionnaires after 6 months.
In addition, the follow‑up method for normal controls was
similar to that of the TBI group. The duration of the group’s
follow‑up was 6 months. By selecting the appropriate
individuals in this group and having the inclusion criteria,
they were asked to go to hospital after 6 months to complete
the questionnaires.
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Instruments

Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS) questionnaire
was designed in 2004 by Gratz and Romer[5] to assess multiple
aspects of emotional regulation and dysregulation. This scale
has 36 items answered based on a five‑point Likert scale
(from “never” to “always”).
It consists of six subscales as follows:
1. Nonacceptance of emotional responses (nonaccept)
2. Difficulties engaging in goal‑directed behavior (goals)
3. Impulse control difficulties (impulse)
4. Lack of emotional awareness (aware)
5. Limited access to emotion regulation strategies (strategies)
6. Lack of emotional clarity (clarity).
A Persian version of DERS was used in this study.[9] Internal
consistency for total DERS was determined by Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient (0.93 estimation) in an Iranian sample.[10]
Furthermore, validity and reliability of this questionnaire were
assessed by Mirzaei M.[11]
The score between 33 and 72 indicates the difficulty in emotion
regulation at a low level. The minimum possible score is 33
and the maximum score is 180. The score between 72 and 108
indicates the difficulty in emotion regulation at an average
level. The score above 108 indicates the difficulty in emotion
regulation at a high level.

Data analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics,
version 16 (Chicago, Illinois, USA). Data analysis was
performed using paired t‑test for the comparison of the mean
pre and posttest injury. For inquiry of demographic variables,
which affect the emotional regulation, the linear multivariate
regression with P < 0.05 was used. Furthermore, the covariance
analysis was used to compare the difference between DERS (6)
and Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (6) for
both groups of MTBI patients and healthy people.

Results
Seventy‑two patients with MTBI and 72 normal controls
were included in this study. The mean age of traumatic brain
injured people was 34.43 ± 12 years and the mean age of
normal controls was 34.75 ± 11.63. Both groups were matched
according to gender.In addition, 57 (79.2%) of patients plus
62 (86.1%) normal controls had poor economic status [Table 1].
History of mental disorders was positive in first‑degree
relatives in 28.7% of MTBI patients and 13.9% of normal
controls (P = 0.04). 37.5% in MTBI group and 18.1% in normal
controls had history of hospitalization (P = 0.009). In addition,
13.9% of MTIB and 1.4% of normal controls had a history of
head injury (P = 0.005).
Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation of subscales and
total DERS scale in TBI and normal controls at the beginning
of the study and 6 months later. The comparison between the
emotional regulation values at the beginning (DERS [0]) and
6 months later (DERS [6]) show that there is a significant
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difference between the means in TBI patients (P < 0.001).
This showed difficulties in regulation of emotions in this
group. However, these values for normal controls showed
that there was no significant difference between the means
for normal controls (P > 0.05). Moreover, a comparison
between mild traumatic brain patients and normal controls
according to the nonacceptance scale showed that there was
no significant difference at the beginning and 6 months later
for both groups (P > 0.05).
Table 1: Distribution of demographic characteristics of
the traumatic brain injury and the control group
Variable

Groups
TBI (n=72)

P*

Control (n=72)

Gender
Female
15 (20.8)
15 (20.8)
1.00
Male
57 (79.2)
57 (79.2)
Age
15‑30
37 (51.4)
32 (44.4)
0.413
31‑45
25 (34.7)
24 (33.3)
46‑55
10 (13.9)
16 (22.2)
Education**
Low
47 (65.3)
49 (68.1)
0.724
High
25 (34.7)
23 (31.9)
Insurance
No
11 (15.3)
18 (25.0)
0.146
Yes
61 (84.7)
54 (75.0)
Marital status
Unmarried
22 (30.6)
18 (25.0)
0.457
Married
50 (69.4)
54 (75.0)
Financial status***
Poor
57 (79.2)
62 (86.1)
0.509
Moderate
11 (15.3)
8 (11.1)
Good
4 (5.6)
2 (2.8)
*χ2; **Low (above high school diploma), high (below high school
diploma); ***Poor (Income <500T), Moderate (500T< Income <1500T),
Good (Income >1500T). (T=10,000R). TBI: Traumatic brain injury

Moreover, another comparison at the beginning
(called PANAS [0]) and 6 months later (PANAS [6]) in both
groups of mild traumatic brain patients and normal controls
showed that there was a significant difference between the
groups at PANAS (0) and PANAS (6) only among mild
traumatic brain patients (P < 0.001) both positive and negative
emotion.
On the other hand, the covariance analysis was used to
compare the difference between DERS (6) and PANAS (6)
for the both groups based on the beginning scores (DERS (0)
and PANAS (0)) as the covariate factors. The results of
covariance analysis indicated that the effect of the studied
groups on the DERS (6) and PANAS (6) scores was statistically
significant (F (1,197) =152.33, P < 0.001) [Table 3].
To evaluate the effect of the demographic variable factors on
emotion regulation, the multivariate linear regression model
was applied and the selection of input variables was done by the
“enter” method. The variables of age, gender, economic status,
relationship, and history of mental disorder in first‑degree
relatives, history of substance use, history of hospitalization,
and history of trauma were entered into the regression model
as independent variable and overall score of difficulty in
regulating emotions was entered as dependent variable.
The results show that only the variables of age (β = −0.196,
P = 0.01), history of mental disorder in first‑degree relatives
(β = −0.185, P = 0.01), economic status (β = 0.148, P = 0.04),
and history of alcohol use (β = 0.291, P = 0.00) still remain in
the model and have relationship with difficulty in regulating
emotions. Moreover, the multivariate linear regression
model results show that being in healthy group reduces the
difficulties of regulation of emotions (P < 0.001). In addition,
there are negative ratios between overall scores of difficulty
in regulating emotions (dependent variable), age, and history
of mental disorder of first‑degree relatives. Table 4 shows the
model summary.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviations for difficulties in emotion regulation scale and positive and negative affect
schedule subscales for traumatic brain injury and the control group
Questionnaires

Subscale

Group
TBI (n=72)
DERS (0) and
PANAS (0)**

DERS (6) and
PANAS (6)***

DERS
DERS

Control (n=72)
P*

DERS (0) and
PANAS (0)

DERS (6) and
PANAS (6)

Nonacceptance
15.96±5.31
16.68±5.06
0.300
14.28±5.36
14.17±5.31
Goals
13.37±5.60
15.80±5.42
<0.001
12.88±4.97
13.19±6.60
Impulse
15.05±5.90
17.66±5.45
<0.001
15.00±5.03
16.17±6.80
Aware
17.52±5.04
18.64±4.68
0.036
18.37±3.76
19.13±6.14
Strategy
19.59±8.43
22.28±7.35
0.001
19.90±5.37
20.19±7.43
Clarity
11.76±4.72
12.22±7.35
<0.001
10.98±3.57
11.26±5.72
Total score
95.71±19.93
102.36±14.65
<0.001
93.00±14.00
94.80±18.23
PANAS
PANAS positive
10.61±25.25
13.32±11.04
<0.001
13.8±2.4
13.66±1.54
DERS
PANAS negative
14.71±3.41
16.34±1.26
<0.001
11.5±2.73
11.31±3.02
*Paired t‑test, **Scores of DERS and PANAS in the beginning of study, ***Scores of DERS and PANAS 6 months after MTBI. DERS: Difficulties in
Emotion Regulation Scale, PANAS: Positive and Negative Affect Schedule, TBI: Traumatic brain injury
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P*
0.95
0.67
0.45
0.64
0.89
0.81
0.44
0.72
0.66
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Table 3: The results of the covariance test to investigate the effect of trauma and pretest scores
Source of change
Fixed coefficient
Group effect
Pretest effect
Error
Total

Sum of squares

Degrees of freedom

Average of squares

Fisher statistics

Significant

27.94
27.93
0.209
36.123
355.834

2
1
1
197
200

13.970
27.93
0.209
0.183

76.185
152.33
1.14

≤0.001
≤0.001
0.286

Table 4: Results of the multivariate linear regression model of the predictor variables for developing difficulties of
regulating emotions (Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale) in patients with mild traumatic brain injury
Models
Constant
Group
Age
Education
Gender
Familial history of mental disorders
Insurance
Financial status
History of alcohol
SE: Standard error

Unstandardized coefficients
SE

β

104.083
20.397
−0.339
3.975
−3.832
−9.419
−7.859
6.108
15.014

6.24
2.921
0.134
3.2
3.639
3.598
6.741
2.967
3.978

0.493
−0.196
0.091
−0.075
−0.185
−0.082
0.148
0.291

Discussion
The aim of this study is to make a comparison between mild
brain traumatic patients and healthy people according to their
difficulty in regulating emotions. According to the results of
this study, the DERS average score of traumatic brain patients
6 months after TBI was 102.36 ± 14.65, whereas this number
was 94.80 ± 18.23 for normal controls. Furthermore, there is
no significant difference between the two groups in terms of
nonadmission subscale after 6 months (P > 0.05), whereas
regarding other subscales, there are some differences that show
that even mild brain traumatic injury may cause some difficulties
in controlling patient’s emotions after 6 months despite normal
CT scan results. Therefore, timely attention may reduce the
difficulties of regulating emotions in these patients. In addition
to some other studies on adults[12] and children,[13‑15] the results
of this study has shown that they experience more difficulties
in regulating emotions. However, there is not any comparative
study on mild brain traumatic injury after 6 months.
Mean PANAS score shows a significant difference between the
two groups (P < 0.001). The means positive emotion 6 months
after TBI for mild brain traumatic patients was 10.61 ± 25.25
and it was 13.8 ± 2.4 for normal controls. In addition, mean
negative emotion for minor brain traumatic patients was
14.71 ± 3.41 and it was 11.51 ± 2.73 for normal controls.
Results of this study show lack of control of negative emotions
in mild brain traumatic patients. Moreover, the results of some
studies[16,17] show that whenever patients experience more
negative emotions they encounter more difficulties such as loss
of concentration in doing purposeful actions.[18] It seems that
the intensity of negative emotions in such behaviors depends
on their flexibility[19] and whenever emotions have suitability
48

Standardized coefficients

B

t

Significant

16.68
6.982
−2.531
1.242
−1.053
−2.618
−1.166
2.059
3.775

0.000
0.000
0.013
0.216
0.294
0.01
0.246
0.041
0.000

with situation they will motivate positive reaction; otherwise,
they will cause negative reaction.[20]
According to multivariate linear regression analysis, the most
effective variable in difficulty of regulation of emotions is
associated with the patient’s group (β = 0.493, P = 0.001). In
other words, being in patients groups, even mild ones, may cause
difficulties in regulating emotions. Overall, nature and essence
of traumatic brain injury is very complicated and we should
not ignore the countless affective factors such as demographic,
biological, medical, and psychological factors. Therefore,
evaluating difficulties of regulating emotions following TBI is in
its early stages and still needs more development. Moreover, we
still need more investigation and research in this field to identify
the factors effective on difficulties of regulating emotions.
Negative age variable shows crucial role in regulating emotions
among other demographic variables (β = − 0.196, P = 0.013).
In other words, increase in age reduces the difficulties in
regulating emotions. The result of this study is not consistent
with some other studies,[21,22] which show that injury at young
age may improve the difficulties of regulating emotions. On the
other hand, this study is consistent with a study by Kennedy
et al.,[23] which indicates that increase in age allows people to
adapt themselves to difficulties.
Moreover, the results show that the variable of economic status
has a significant relationship with difficulties in regulating
emotions (β = 0.148, P = 0.041).
The results of this study are comparable with others.[24,25] It
seems that people with poor economic status or low income
deal with hospital costs and as a result have difficulties in
controlling negative emotions.
Archives of Trauma Research ¦ Volume 7 ¦ Issue 2 ¦ April-June 2018
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Moreover, another effective variable still exists and it is the
history of mental disorder in first‑degree relatives. On the one
hand, difficulties of regulating emotions may lead to the growth
of mental disorder, reduction of social activities, and finally
impose high pressure on care system, society, and even the
patient’s family.[26] On the other hand, results of some studies
show that there is a significant relationship between depression
and difficulties of regulating emotions,[27,28] so it is possible
that history of mental disorder of first‑degree relatives not only
increase the difficulties but also influence recovery progress after
a trauma. It seems that people who are in depressing environments
will not be able to endure difficulties and deal with it.
Emotional regulation is defined as the arrangement and
coordination of the emotional processes. Derangement and
irregularity in these processes may result in failure of one’s
ability to experience, to use or to express emotions. It is
shown that exposure to repeated negative emotional events,
goal‑oriented behaviors such as concentration and problem
solving will be disturbed. The severity of these changes
depends on the capability of the patients to arrange their
emotions and flexibility in application of their potentials.[29]
It is also shown that alcohol abuse results in impairment in
emotional awareness and impulse control. These changes may
continue until the end of their treatment. Difficulty in impulse
control is usually associated with recurrence of drug abuse.
These findings are compatible with our findings, although the
opposite results have been found by others (42, 43).

Conclusions
It can be stated that mild head injuries, just as the more severe
events, may result in difficulties in emotional regulation.
Considering the fact that these patients are the most common
group of head injuries and while they grossly appear to be
normal, the above‑mentioned disturbances may result in delay
in their recovery or even further, psychological injuries, more
attention should be paid to this aspect of their recovery during
follow‑up, and better research plans are mandatory.
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